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Background. Descriotion and Justification for Proposed Changg.g

In Illinois Power's (IP's) response to Generic Letter 88 01 (Subject:
NRC Position on ICSCC in BWR Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping), IP
committed to submit proposed changes to the Clinton Power Station (CPS)
Technical Specifications in accordance with the recommendations and
guidance specified in the Letter and its attachment. IP's position
regarding the changes to be proposed was more specifically defined in IP
letter U 601533 which was submitted to the NRC in September 1989, in
response to an NRC letter _ dated June 12, 1989, from J. B, Ilickman, NRC
Project Manager for CPS, to D. L. Holtzscher, Acting Manager Licensing
and Safety (Subject: Request for Additional Information - Clinton Power

3 Station Response to Generic Letter 88 01).- This proposed Technical
L Specification change package accordingly contains the specific changes

proposed for Clinton Power Station Technical Specifications 4.0.5,
3.4.3.1, and 3.4.3.2. Changes to the BASES associated with
Specifications 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2 are also proposed. These changes are
discussed in further detail as follows.

Technical Specification 4.0.5

Attachment A to Generic Letter 88 01 provides the NRC Staff poaitions on ,

various aspects'of the intergranular stress corrosion cracking (ICSCC)
problem. These include the Staff positions on schedule, methods and
personnel, and sample expansion. With respect to these positions, the
Generic Letter recommends a change to Technical Specification 4.0.5 to
ensure that the Inservice Inspection Program for piping covered by the
scope:of the Letter.will be in conformance with the staff positions.

.i
A change consistent with this recommendation is therefore proposed for '

Specification 4.0.5. Specifically, item "f" should be added to the
Specification as shown on the attached marked-up page (3/4- 0-3) from the
CPS Technical Specifications (see page 9 of 19 of this package). The
wording for item "f" is taken from the Generic Letter.

Technical Soecifications 3.4.3.1 and 3.4.3.2

Attachment A of Generic Letter 88 01 includes the NRC Staff position on
Leak Detection. This NRC Staff position includes the following po hts:

(1) Plant shutdown should be initiated for inspection and corrective
action when, within any period of 24 hours or less, any leakage
detection system indicates an increase in the. rate of unidentified
leakage in excess of 2 gallons / minute (gpm) or its equivalent, or
when the total unidentified leakage attains a rate of 5 gpm or
equivalent, whichever occurs first. For sump level monitoring
systems with fixed measurement-interval methods, the 1cvel should
be monitored at approximately 4-hour intervals or less.

(2) Unidentified leakage should include all leakage other than:

(a) leakage into closed systems, such as pump seal or valveo"
packing leaks that are captured, flow metered, and conducted

. to a sump or collection tank, or
1

|

,

E--
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b (b) leakage into the containment atmosphere from sources that
are both specifically. located and known either not to
interfere with the operations or unidentified leakage
monitoring systems or not to be from a throughwall [ sic)
crack in the piping within the reactor coolant pressure
boundary.

,

(3) For plants operating with any ICSCC Category D, E, F, or G welds, '

at least one of the leakage measurement instruments associated i

with each sump shall be operable, and the outage-time for
inoperable instruments shall be limited to 24 hours, or
immediately initiate an orderly shutdown.

Impicmentation of Point (1) above requires changes as shown on the
attached marked up pages from the CPS Technical Specifications (see-
pages 10, 11, 12 and 13 of this package). These changes are summarized
as follows: a

, .

.!
S -* A new item (item "e") will be added to the Limiting *

Condition for Operation concerning operational leakage,
Technical Specification 3.4.3.2, which will impose a limit
on increases of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE of no greater than 2 ,

gpm (or its equivalent) within a 24 hour period or less. A
change to the corresponding BASES is also proposed which ,

'

acknowledges the new limit and incorporates a reference to-
the Generic = Letter (see page 15 and 16.of this package).
Note that the proposed limit for increases in UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE would be applicable only during OPERATIONAL ,

; CONDITION 1. This is to prevent unnecessarily requiring a
plant shutdown primarily during plant startups when, during
pressurization and heatup, nominal leakage from sources such
as valve packing or other inconsequential sources may cause. '

the "2 Epm in 24 hours or less" limit to be temporarily
exceeded. Leakage from each of these sources would normally ;

attain a nominal value and would not be expected to increase L

like leakage associated with cracks in piping or welds. ,

.Regardless, the absolute leakage limit of 5 gpm for
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE would still apply during these
conditions as that limit would still apply during
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, 3. Limiting the applicability
of the "2 gpm in 24 hours or less" limit to OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1 is consistent with the position developed by the
BWR Owners Group during development of the new revised ,

Standard Technical Specifications being proposed for BWR. |

type plants.

* A new ACTION under Specification 3.4.3.2 (ACTION "d") will
be incorporated which specifies the action to be taken
(during OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1) when an UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE increase of greater than 2 gpm (or its equivalent) '

within a 24-hour period or less is discovered. The ACTION
proposed is based in part on the ACTION specified in the
Standard Technical Specifications and on conversations
conducted with NRC personnel. The proposed ACTION requires
the plant to be placed in a shutdown condition unless,
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C within 4-hours from the time.of discovery, the source of
.

increased' leakage can be isolated or it can be determined -

that the source of leakage increase is not associated with i

service sensitive Type 304 or 316 austenitic. stainless'

steel.

A change to the ACTION specified under Specification 3.4.3.1
~

l*

is also proposed. This change is proposed not only to
~ ddress the last recommendation stated in Point (1) (i.e.,a
monitoring sump flow / level at 4 hour intervals or less) but

also to address Point (3). This change is therefore
[ described in the section below which addresses Point (3).

Point (2) of the NRC Staff position on leak detection defines what
constitutes unidentified leakage. Based on a review of this point, IP
determined that the definition of unidentified leakage discussed in
Point (2) is consistent with Definitions 1.19 (IDENTIFIED. LEAKAGE),11.30
(PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE) and 1,47 (UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE) of the CPS 1
Technical Specifications and that no changes to the CPS Technical

-Specifications.are required for this concern.

Point (3) suggests that 'the out-of-service time allowed for inoperable
sump' flow monitoring instruments should be limited to 24 hours before a -

plant' shutdown-is required.--IP concurs with-this-position if the.
inoperable instrumentation would not permit a determination of the
UNIDENTIFIED (or IDENTIFIED) LEAKAGE. However, if the plant design
includes redundant means of determining the UNIDENTIFIED (or IDENTIFIED)
LEAKAGE, then consideration should be given to allowing a longer out-of.

-service time for the primary instrumentation,.

The drywell sump flow monitoring system at CPS actual'ly consists of two
subsystems whereby.a monitoring system is provided for each of two
sumps, the floor drain sump and the equipment drain sump.- Each
" subsystem" consists of a V notched weir box with a capacitance-type

*= ' probe that senses the V notch water level. -(The weir box is situated
between the drain and sump.) The V-notch water level is directly i
proportional to the flow through the weir box which is in turn equal to
,the sump flow rate. Each " subsystem" includes a recorder (which
includes a pointer indicator) and an alarm which will actuate when the
flow rate exceeds a certain value. Also included is a digital flow ,

'

totalizer which provides an integrated flow that can be utilized to
determine average sump flow rates. This system of components (see

- Figure .1, page 8 of 19,. which depictst one subsystem) is the system
normally used to monitor sump flow and is the system required to be
OPERABLE by Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 for monitoring the drywell-

floor drain and drywell equipment drain sump flows. It should also be
noted that with respect to the monitoring of UNIDENTIFIED LEAYACF., this
is the system (for drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring) tL t meets
Regulatory Position C.2 and C.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.45.

The CPS design, however, also includes a system of pumps and pump-out
timers, cycle counters and level switches for pumping collected leakage
out of the sump (s). (A subsystem is provided for each sump. Again see
Figure 1, page 8 of 19.) This system can be monitored to provide an
average flow value (based on the pump run times and flow rate or the

,

_ _ . _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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sump fill-up times, etc.) and can thus provide a back up means for
determining the average drywell equipment and/or floor drain' sump flow' )

-(i.e., IDENTIFIED and/or UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE) over a certain time
+ * interval. This backup raeans of determining sump flow constitutes a

" fixed measurement interval" method as addressed in Point (1) of the NRC .

f0 position on. leak detection. }

To address.both Points -(1) and (3) of the NRC position on leak detection
relative to the drywell sump flow monitoring system, IP proposes to
revise the ACTION specified under Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 for .

.the. leak detection system as follows: 4

The ACTION would be divided in order to separately ard more'

clearly address each required " system", particularly the
drywell sump flow monitoring system, No signifhant changes
to the ACTIONS or allowed out-of service timee are proposed
for the air cooler condensat.e or radioactivity monitoring
systems.

:The ACTION specified for the drywell sump flow monitoring*

system would be divided to separately address the drywell
floor drain sump flow monitoring subsystem and the drywell

i equipment drain sump flow monitoring subsfstem. This is +

required'in order to resolve the concern about utilizing a
" fixed measurement interval" method to determine the
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE rate as expressed in Point (1) of the
NRC position on leak detection and because the guidance of
Regulatory Guide 1.45 applies differently to the floor draini

sump flow monitoring subsystem than to the equipment drain
sump flow monitoring system. Each proposed ACTION<

statement, one'for the floor drain sump flow monitoring i

subsystem and one for the equipment drain sump flow
monitoring subsystem, permits continued plant operation with
the respective weir-box-associated subsystem-inoperable q

provided an alternate means (using the sump pump / level
switch / timer configuration) can be used to monitor and;

determine the respective leakage / sump flow rate. In i

accordance with the current Technical Specification
requirement however, continued operation with the required ,

floor drain sump flow mor.itoring subsystem inoperable, is
limited to 30 days (before a. plant shutdown must be
initiated) because the backup means of monitoring
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE does not utilize the portion of the '

overall monitoring subsystem that meets the sensitivity and
accuracy requirements (i.e., Position Statements C.2 and
C.5) of Regulatory Guide 1.45. Because these requirements

| do not expressly apply to the drywell equipment drain sump
| flow monitoring system, no time limit on continued plant'

; operation with the primary (weir-box-associated) portion of
this subsystem inoperable is proposed (provided the other
portion of this subsystem can be utilized to monitor and

L determine IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE /drywell equipment drain sun.p
flow.

|

_ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ - . . _ -
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In addition, the ACTION' statement' proposed for the primary.
drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring being inoperable
would require the floor drain sump flow (UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE) to be-monitored and determined at least once per 4

-hours (instead of at least once per 12 hours as normally
required under Technical Specification Surveillance ..
Requirements 4.4.3.2.1.b). This in accordance with Point
(1)- of the NRC position on leak detection expressed in
Generic Letter 88 01 as the alternate means for monitoring
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE (by utilizing the sump pump / level
switch / timer configuration) would constitute a " fixed-

" - ' measurement-interval" method when operating under the
provisions of-this proposed ACTION statement. i

'In addition to the proposed c.ha.3es to the Limiting)

Condition for Operation of Specific tier 3.4,3.2 and the
ACTION-statements of Specification 3.4.'3.1, IP is proposing
to revise the BASES associated with Specification 3/4.4.3.1
by adding additional text to clearly indicate what portion
-of each drywell sump flow monitoring subsystem is required
to be OPERABLE per Technical Specification 3.4.3.1 and to
indicate that other portions of each subsystem may be
utilized to provide an alternate means of monitoring and
determining drywell sump flow (UNIDENTIFIED / IDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE) -These proposed changes.are shown on pages 15 and
16 of this package. .I

'It should be noted that IP has previously proposed additional changes to
Specification 4.4.3.2.1 and the BASES associated with Specification
3/4.4.3. Those changes were submitted under IP letter U-601048 (dated
October- 30, 1987), but have not yet been approved. A copy'of those
proposed changes has been included for reference (see pages 17, 18, and

:19 of;this package). _ This is noted not only to acknowledge that there4

are'other changes pending which affect the same Specification (s)~and
BASES addressed in the-current package, but also to clarify IP's j

'position regarding Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Leakage Detection Systems" as discussed below.

As noted previously, Attachment A of Generic Letter 88-01 contains a
section entitled " Staff Position on Leak Detection" on which the
recommended changes to the Technical Specifications and associated BASES
regarding leak detection were based. Included in this section is the
following statement: " Leakage detection systems should be in
conformance with Position C of Regulatory Guide 1.45 ' Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems,' or as otherwise previously R

approved by the NRC." Although the leakage detection system employed at
Clinton was designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.45, IP has
taken limited exceptions to certain parts of the Regulatory Guide for
certain parts of the system. l

In 1986, IP resolved to establish a more appropriate position with
respect to Regulatory Guide 1.45 as IP investigated apparent limitations

; of the drywell atmospheric particulate and gaseous radioactivity
monitoring system. Beginning in 1987, a series of letters was submitted

|

|

. _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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to the NRC.to indicate IP's revised position. At first, IP informed the
NRC~of its intent to revise the Final Salety Analysis Report (FSAR)
to indicate that the leak detection system employed at Clinton complies
with ANSI /ISA Standard S67.03 1982, " Standard for Light Water Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary Leak Detection," in place of Regulatory Guide
1 45.* This was indicated in letter.U-600809 dated January 12, 1987.

_

Shortly thereaf ter, IP revised its position based on conversations with
the NRC. In letter _U 600840 dated February 16, 1987, IP noted that the
Clinton FSAR would be revised to indicate IP's revised position.
Namely, Sections 1.8 and 5.2 would be revised to indicate that the leak-
detection system. employed at Clinton is designed to comply with
Regulatory Guide 1.45 (with certain exceptions as already noted in
Section-1.8), except that the-drywell atmospheric particulate and
gaseous radioactivity monitoring systems are not capable of measuring a
leakage rate of 1 gpm in less than 1 hour as required by Position C.5 of'

Regulatory Guide 1.45. These changes were included in Revision 1 to the
Updated (Final) Safety Analysis Report (USAR) submitted in IP letter U-
601541, dated September 27, 1989. They accordingly reflect the

|

limitations of the drywell atmospheric radioactivity monitoring system'

" and include an exception to Regulatory Guide 1.45. The changes are'

consistent'with IP's response to Generic Letter 88 01, particularly.with j

respect to the follow-up letter mentioned prt ''iously,
i

Ccasistent-with the changes that have been-submitted to the USAR, IP is i

submitting additional proposed changes to the BASES for Specification
3/4.4.3.1 as' included in the attached marked up page from the Clinton

n Technical Specification BASES, (Again see pages-14, 15'and 16 of this
"

,

package. The indicated changes include the BASES changes discussed
previously in-this submittal.)_ It should be noted that these pronosed
chances sunersede the pronosed chances to the BASES submitted in the 4

oreviously mentioned IP letter U-601048**. The new, proposed changes f
reflect;the limitations of the drywell atmospheric radioactivity
monitors = consistent with the exception to Regulatory Guide 1.45 that has i

K been incorporated into the USAR and as described in IP's response to 3
I Generic Letter 88-01. <

Basis For No Sicnificant Hazards Consideration

According to 10CFR50.92, a proposed change to the license (Technical -j

Specifications) involves no significant hazards consideration if a

operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed change would
not (1) involve a significant increase in the probability or ;

consequences'of an accident previously evaluated, (2) create the 'i

*The noted ANSI /ISA Standard recognizes the limited capability of ,

radioactivity monitors to provide an accurate quantitative indication of
leakage (in terms equivalent to gpm).

**0nly the BASES changes proposed in U-601048 are superseded. The
changes proposed for the Technical Specifications themselves in that
submittal are still desired.
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possibility of a.new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated, or (3) involve a significant reduction in' a margin
of safety.-

(1): The proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
because the proposed changes incorporate additional and more
stringent requirements into the-Technical Specifications for
monitoring'and responding to reactor coolant leakage, particularly
w..th respect to leakage from piping made of austenitic. stainless' , .

s; eel. Under the revised Technical Specifications as proposed, an
' IGSCC condition in austenitic stainless steel piping may be

-recognized and appropriate action taken well before the gross
'

. i

failure of stainless steel piping could occur. The proposed !

changes are consistent with the " Staff Position on Leak Detection"
section of Attachment A to Generic Letter 88 01. The change to
Specification 4.0.5 enforces implementation of the applicable NRC
Staff positions in the ISI program'from the standpoint of the
Technical.~ Specifications, thus enhancing inspection and sampling

- practices for piping subject to intergranular stress corrosion
'c:acking.

-(2) Thi proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or
'ditierent' kind.of- accident from any' accident previously evaluated .j
because the proposed change does-not involve any changes to plant !

design or any new mode of operation such that a new or different |
kind of. accident must be considered. i

(3). 'The-proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety because the. proposed changes should enhance s i;

recognition and evaluation of a possible degradation (increasedA
s

leakage due to cracked piping or welds) before a more severe y
condition or accident occurs. -

,

sj

I

o

'
>

.

>

t
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h APPLICABIL17Y
*

, ,
'I

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
t -

l.
4.0.5'(Continued)

The provisions-of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable to the above requiredc.-
frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing activities.

{

d. Performance of the above inservice inspection'and testing activities shall
be in addition to other specified Surveillance Requirements.

Nothing.in the'ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code s'ha11 be construed to.e.
supersede the requirements of any Technical Specification,

f, The. Inse.cm.e Inspa.dien Program ter piping identified in NE
,G s.necic LeHer 86 o f sh*Ll be performed in o.ccordonce. w i W Sc..

t

smedale., me.heds and personne.l, andtJ 8A 5+* R posi+ ions on ,

wmple. exNnsion includ<d in W e, $cnccie, tott ec,
L

E

.

.

.

e
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REACTOR COOLANT- SYSTEM

3/4.4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS
-

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3.1 The following reactor coolant system leakage detection systems shall
be OPERABLE:

a.- The drywell atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring system,
_

b. The drywell sump flow monitoring system, and !.
.

!

c. Either the drywell atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system or '
.

the dryweli air coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system.

APPLICABILITY: CPELATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and ?
RE.PL.AG. wtTH AVACHED

ACTION: cy ;,

IWith only two of the above required leakage detection systems OPERABLE, opera-
tion may continue for up to~30 days provided grab samples of the drywell

.

atmosphere are obtained and analyzed at least once per 24 hours when the |

- required gaseous and/or particulate radioactive monitoring system is inoperable; 1
otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hou'rs and in COLD jSHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

-
_ _ _ _ -

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.3.1 The reactor coolan.t system leakage detection systems shall be demon- I
-

strated OPERABLE by:
_{

a. Drywell atmosphere particulate and gaseous monitoring systems performance
of-a CHANNEL. CHECK at least once per 12 hours, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
at least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per
18 months.

b. Drywell sump flow monitoring system performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST at least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION TEST at least
once per 18 months.

c. Drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring system perform.nce of
a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days and a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months,

d. Flow testing the drywell floor drain sump inlet piping for blockage at
least onemevery 18 monthsiduring shutdown.

!

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-12
_ _ _
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i
ACTION:

a
,a With only two of the above-required leakage detection systems OPERABLE, i

i

42:n a. operation may continue for up to 30 days when the dryvell !
atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring system is |
inoperable provided grab samples of the drywell-atmosphere are r

obtained and analyzed at least once per 24 hours; {
e

b. operations may continue: ;

!

1. with the drywell equipment drain sump f1+a monitoring :

subsystem inoperable provided the drywell equipment drain ;

sump flow rate is monitored and determined by alternate r

means at least once per 12 hours, t

2. for up to 30 days with the drywell floor drain sump flow
monitoring subsystem inoperable provided the drywell floor >

drain sump flow rate is monitored and determined by xi
talternate means at least once per 4 hours,

c.. operation may continue for up to 30 days when the drywell [U,
atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system and the drywelli ,

'

air coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system are inoperable -
prcrided grab samples of the drywell atmosphere are obtained and
analyzed at least once per 24 hours.

,

Otherwise 'be in at least HOT SIIUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in ;

COLD SHUTDOWN-within the following 24 hours. !
$
!
,

a

.

5
* '

i

f
-t

!
,

,

J

>

r.

r

i

'
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OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

_ LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.3.2 Reactor coolant system leakage shall be limited to: .

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

b. 5 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.

c. 25 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE (averaged over any 24-hour period)..

d. 0.5 gpm leakage per nominal. inch of valve size up to a maximum of 5 gpm
from any reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve specified in
Table 3.4.3.2-1, at rated reactor pressure. I

G. IN5cw MrAtH r.D I

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

b. With any reactor coolant system leakage greater than the limits in b
,

and/or c, above, reduce the leakage rate to within the limits within
4 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hors and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours,

c. With any reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve leakage greater.
than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of the affected
system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by use of at least
two other closed manual or deactivated automatic valves, or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours.

d. I.t a r.gr Mit,tH E D * |
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-.

4.4.3.2.1 The reactor coolant system leakage shall be demonstrated to be
within each of the above limits by:

a. Monitoring the drywell atmospheric particulate and gaseous radio-
activity at least once per 12 hours,

b. Monitoring the drywell ficer and equipment drain sump level and sump flow
rate at least once per 12 hours. *

c. Monitoring the drywell air coolers cot.densate flow rate at least once per
12 hours, and

.

CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 4-13

l
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Inserta for Technical Snacification 3.4.3.2 (ng. 3/4 4 13)

(LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION)

e. No greater than a 2 gpa increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKACE within a
24 hour period or less during OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1.

(ACTION),

d. With any reactor coolant system UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE increase
greater than 2 gpm within any 24 hour period or less (during
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1), within 4 hours from the time of
discovery isolats. the source of increased leakage or verify that
the source of increased leakage is not associated with service
sensitive Type 304 or 316 austenitic stainless steel; otherwise be
in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ ___
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM (Continued)

The recirculation flow control valves provide regulation of individual recir-
culation loop drive flows; which, in turn, will vary the flow rate of coolant
through the reactor core over a range consistent with the rod pattern and re-
circulation pump spead. The recirculation flow control system consists of
the electronic and hydraulic components necessary for the positioning of the
two hydraulically actuated flow control valves. Solid state control logic
will generate a flow control valve " motion inhibit" signal in response to any
'one of several hydraulic power unit or analog control circuit failure signals.
The " motion inhibit" signal causes hydraulic power unit shutoown and hydraulic
isolation such that the flow control valve fails "as is." 'eis design feature
insures that the flow' control valves do not respond to potentially erroneous
control signals.
Electronic limiters exist in the position control loop of each flow control
valve to limit the flow control valve stroking rate to 1011% per second in
opening and closing directions on a control signal failure. The analysis of
the recirculation flow control failures on increasing and decreasing flow are
presented in Sections 15.3 and 15.4 of the FSAR respectively.
The required surveillance interval is adequate to ensure that the flow control
valves remain OPERABLE and not so frequent as to cause excessive wear on the
system components.

3/4.4.2 SAFETY / RELIEF VALVES

The safety valve function of the safety / relief valves (SRV) operate to prevent
the reactor coolant system f rom being pressurized above the Safety Limit of
1375 psig in accordance with the ASME Code. A total of 11 OPERACLE safety-
relief valves is required to limit reactor pressure to within ASME III allowable
values for the worst case upset transient. Any combination of 5 SRVs operating
in the relief mode and 6 SRVs operating in the safety mode is acceptable.
Demonstratio" of the safety-relief valve lift settings will occur only during
shutdown and will be performed in accordance with the provisions of Specifica-
tion 4.0.5.
The low-low set system ensures that safety / relief valve discharges are minimized
for a second opening of these valves, following any overpressure transient.
This is achieved by automatically lowering the closing setpoint of 5 valves and
logering the opening setpoint of 2 valves following the initial opening. In
this way, the frequency and magnitude of the containment blowdown duty cycle is
substantially reduced. Sufficient redundancy is provided for the low-low set
'ystem such that faiTure of any one valve to open or close at its reduced set-
point does not violate the design basis, yf;gg etgj3;h txce 4;Lg3 33
3/4.4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE noied in the CHn nPur

SMien U}hhd $@y Andys Reprt3/4.4.3.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The RCS leakage detection systems required by this specification are provid
|to monitor and detect leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary, ese

I

CLINTON - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-3 Amendment No. 18
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM !

Except Mr the drywell particuMe and gaseous. radioactivity mondors, Oc syslems
BASES 1
~

l

3/4.4.3.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS (Continued)
]

detection systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide )
1.45 " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection Systems," May 1!73. '

rovide the ability to measure leakage from fluid systems in the drywell.e<

Arp AtNfl0NAt3/4.4.3.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE
TARAGRAPH

(IN5tV A1MlHIhe allowable leakage rates from the reactor coolant system have been based on
PA C 1) the predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in pipes. The

normally expected background leakage due to equipment design and the detection
capability of the instrumentation for determining system leakage was also con-
sidered. The evidence obtained from experiments suggests that for leakage some-
what greater than that specified for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE the probability is
ma'1 that the im

rap < d1y.T @owever[ perfection or crack associated with such leakage would growTHCERT
fledortheleakage)nallCases,iftheleakageratesexceedthevaluesspeci- |

AUACMID is located and known to be PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, the
PAF.T IT reactor will be shut down to allow further investigation and corrective action.

ptHUE I
:

CONT The Surveillance Requirements for RCS pressure isolation valves provide added
' Pat"RAPH
"l" ^ W $ assurance of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valvefailure and consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS pressure isola-
WN#% tion '.alves is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and will be considered as a portion of the

a11 Ned limit.

3/4.4.4 CHEMISTRY
'

The water chemistry limits of t.he reactor coolant system are established to
prevent damage to the reactor materials in contact with the coolant. Chloride

| limits are specified to prevent stress corrosion cracking of the stainless steel.

The effect of chloride is not as great when the oxygen concentration in the
coolant is low, thus the 0.2 ppm limit on chlorides is permitted during POWER
OPERATION. During shutdown and refueling operations, the temperature necessary

| for stress corrosion to occur is not present so a 0.5 ppm concentration of
j chlorides is not considered harmful during these periods.

Conductivity measurements are required on a continuous basis since changes in
this parameter are an indication of abnormal conditions. When the conductivity
is within limits, the pH, chlorides and other impurities affecting conductivity

i must also be within their acceptable limits. With the conductivity meter inoper-
| able, additional samples must be analyzed to ensure that the chlorides are not ,

exceeding the limits.
!

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that concentrations in
excess of the limits will be detected in sufficient the to take corrective
action.

,

'

CLINTON - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-4 Amendment No. 18
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Inserts for Page B3/4 4 4

Part I

The drywell sump flow monitoring system consists of the drywell floor
drain sump flow monitoring subsystem and the drywell equinment drain
sump flow monitoring subsystem. OPERABILITY of each of these subsystems
requires that the applicable portion of the monitoring subsystem
associated with the v. notched weir box be OPERABLE. Other portions of
the subsystem, including the sump pump control circuit and the
associated timer, cycle counter and level switches, may be utilized as
appropriate to provide an alternate means of monitoring and determining
UNIDENTIFIED or IDENTIFIED leakage under the provisions of the
associated ACTION statements for the respective subsystem.

Part II

With respect to ICSCC related cracks in service sensitive austenitic
stainless steel piping however, an additional limit on the allowed
inercase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE (within a 24 hour period or less) is'

imposed in accordance with Generic Letter 88 01, "NRC Position on IGSCC
in BWR Austenitic Stainless Steel piping," since an abrupt increase in
the UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE could be indicative of leakage from such a
source.

Part III

The reactor will also be shut down if an increase in UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE exceeds the specified limit and the source of increased leakage
cannot be isolated or it cannot be determined within a short period of
time that the source of increased leakage is not associated with
austenitic stainless steel.

4
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Attachment 3
to t'*6010&s* ,

Fase 78 of 1$7
'

!Rf ACTOR C00t ant $YSTEM '

CPtRAT10NAL t( AKAC[

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OP(RATION.

3.4.3.2 F.eetter coolant system leakage,shall be limited to:
a. No PRES 5URE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.

b.' $ gpa UNIDEhTIFl[0 LEAKAGE.
i

25 ppm 20tNTIF1tD LEAKAGE (averaged over any 24-hour period).c.
t,

d. 0.5 gra leakage per nominal inch of valve site up to a maximum of $ spa -
from any reactor coolant system pressure f ulation valve specified in
Table 3.4.3.21, at rated reactor pressure.

APPL 1tAttt1TY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

Vith any FRE55URE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, be in at least HOT SWT00kN withina.
12 hours and in COLD SHUT 00W vithin the next 24 hours, ,

i,
b. With any reactor coolant system leakage greater than the itetts in b

and/or c, above, reduce the leakage rate to within the Ilmits within
4 hours or be in at least HOT SHU100W within the next 12 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOW vithin the following 24 hours.

<

Vith any reactor coolant system pressure isolation valve leakage greaterc.
that. the above limit, isolat'e the high pressure portion of the affected
system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by use of at least
tw other closed r.anual or deactivated automatic valves, or be in at least
HOT $HUTDOW vithin the next 12 hours and in COLD SHtRDOW vithin thefollowing 24 hours.

SURvilltANCE RIOUIRfMENTS

4.4.3.2.1 The reactor coolant system leakage shall t.4 demonstrated to be '

within esch of the above limits by:

Hoh{ tor {ng the dr>vell atmospheric particulate and paseous radfo-
4.

a es e g m e h ing led %d |
4

activity at least once per 12 hoursg(ort
__ w ,b. Monitoring the dryvell floor and equipment drafn@m leve) andlsump flov |

rate at least once per 12 hours,
,

Monitoring the dryvell air coolers condensate flow rate at least once perc.
12 hours, and

CLIKTON * UNIT 1 3/4 4 13

|
|'
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Attachment )
to l'*60 lot 8
hse 79 et l$7

,

e( ACTOR COOLANT $YSTfM

i

CA$($

3/4.4.1 KfCIRCtfL ATitlN $YST[M (Continued)

one of several hydraulic power unit or analog control circuit failure signals.
~

The " motion inhibit" signal causes hydraulic power unit shutdown and hydraulic
isolation such that the flow control valve fails "as is." This design feature
insures that the flow control valves do not respond to potentially erroneous
control signals.

'

Electronic limiters exist in the position control loop of each flow control
valve to limit the flow control valve stroLing rate to 10.t1% per second in
opening and closing directions on a control signal failure. The analysis of

-.
'

the recirculation flow control failures on increasing and decreasing flow are
presented in Sections 15.3 and 15.4 of the FSAR respectively. *

The required surveillance interval is adequate to ensure that the flow control
valves remain OPERABLE and not so frequent as to cause excessive wear on the
system components.

,

3/4.4.2 SAFFTY/RELIFF VAtVES

The safety valve function of the safety / relief valves (SRV) cperate to prevent
the reactor ecolant system from being pressurized above the Safety Limit of

[ 1375 psig in accordance with the ASHC Code. A total of 110FERABLE safety-
relltf valves is required to limit reactor pressure to within ASME !!! allevable
values for the vorst case upset transient. Any combination of 5 SRVs operating
in the relief mode and 6 SRVs cperating in the safety mode is acceptable. -

.

Demonstration of the safety-relief valve lif t settings vill occur only during '

shutdown and will be performed in accorc'ance with the provisions of Specifica*
tion 4.0.5. .

The low-low set system ensures that safety / relief valve discharges are minimited
- for a second opening of these valves, following any overpressure transient.
This is achieved by automatically lowering the closing setpoint of 5 valves and
lowering the cpening setpoint of 2 valves following the initial crening. In
this waylally reduced.the frequency and ma nitude of the containment blowdown duty cycle issubstant Suffic ent redundancy is provided for the low-low set

. system such that failure of cny one valve to open or close at its reduced set *
point does not violate the design basis.

3[4.4.3 [EACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LFAKAGE gg
g qbe W

3/s.4.* ~, lea'. ACE DETECTION SYSTEM $

[ The RC5 leakage utection systems required by this specification are provided
to monitor and detect leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary. These1

detection systems are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leatage Detection Systems," Hay 1973. |
They provide the ability to measure leakage from fluid systems in the dryvell. i

,_ .

i CLIh70N * UNIT 1 B 3/4 4 3
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Descrintion of Pronomad Channe

In accordance with 10CTR50.90, a change to Clinton Power Station (CPS)
Technical Specification 3.8.3.1, Onsite Power Distribution Systems .
Operating, is being proposed. Technical Specification 3.8.3.1 Action
a.3 currently requires that, in the event that one of the inverters
associated with panels 1C71.S001A,B C. or D becomes inoperable, the
associated distribution panel must be reenergized within 8 hours and the
inverter must be restored to operable status within 24 hours. If these
requirements are not satisfied, the plant must be in at least HOT
SHUTDOW within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours.

The proposed change (see page 7 of 10 of this package) would retain the
current Action requirements for the inverters associated with panels
1C71.S001A and B (Divisions I and II). However, the Action requirements
for the inverters associated with panels 1C71.S0010 and D (Divisions III
and IV) would be revised to only require that the High Pressure Core
Spray (HPCS) system be declared inoperable and the Action requirements
of Technical Specification 3.5.1, Emergency Core cooling Systems .t

Operating, be followed. Because Division III and IV are primarily
associated with actuation of the HPCS system, this action is more
appropriate. The justification for this proposed change is provided
below.

Justification for Fronosed Channe

The figure provided on page 9 of 10 of this package depicts the
electrical scheme for each of the four Class 1E divisional inverters and
its associated Nuclear System Protection System (NSPS) uninterruptible
bus. Each of the four divisional NSPS power supplies includes the
following components:

a. A power distribution cabinet, including the NSPS 120 VAC bus
and circuit breakers for the individual loads,

b. A solid state inverter which converts 125 VDC battery power
to 120 VAC NSPS power,

c. A solid state transfer switch which senses inverter failure
and automatically switches to alternate power.

d. A 480V/120V transformer which provides an alternate 120 VAC
power supply,

e. A 120V/120V isolation transformer to provide noise isolation
for the alternate 120 VAC power supply.

Operability of the DC Sources and Onsite Power Distribution Systems
relies upon the availability of necessary support systems. These
support systems include the Essential Switchgear Heat Removal (VX)
System. Each VX subsystem (Divisions I, II and III) is a major support

> system since each is designed to provide emergency heat removal

i

1
__

a
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capability in areas which contain the associated DC station battery,
battery charger, switchgear, and electrical inverter associated with
that division. The VX system is not specifically addressed in the
Technical Specifications; however, the major components and systems
supported by the VX system are specifically addressed. Therefore,
declaring the VX subsystem inoperable for a particular division requires
declaring ne supported systems and components inoperable per the
definition of OPERABILITY.

For Operational conditions 1, 2, and 3, operability requirements for
each 125 VDC bus are provided in Technical Specification 3.8.2.1, DC
Sources - Operating, and 3.8.3.1, Onsite Power Distribution Systems -
Operating. Similarly, operability requirements for the 120 VAC
(uninterruptible) NSPS busses are provided in Technical Specification
3.8.3.1. A review of the Action requirements of the above Technical
Specifications yields the following observations:

(1) Per Technical Specification 3.8.2.1 Action b, if the battery
and/or charger associated with the Division III or IV 125
VDC bus is inoperable, the llPCS system must be declared
inoperable (and the Action required by Technical
Specification 3.5.1 must be followed).

(2) Per Technical Specification 3.8.3.1 Action a.2, if the 120
VAC (uninterruptible) Division III NSPS bus is not
energized, the llPCS system must be declared inoperable (and
the Action required by Technical Specification 3.5.1 must be
followed).

As can be seen from the above, if the bus supported by the Division III
or IV inverter is deenergized, the associated Action Statement requires
the HPCS system to be declared inoperable. Yet, if the Division III or
IV inverter itself is inoperable, the associated Action Statement
requires the associated panel to be reenergized within 8 hours and the
inverter restored to operable status within 24 hours (or the plant must

'be shut down). These Action requirements are inconsistent.

For Divisions I and II, if the bus supported by the inverter is
'deenergized, the associated Action Statement under Specification 3.8.3.1
requires the bus to be reenergized in 8 hours (or the plant must be shut i

down). If the Division I or II inverter itself is inoperable, the
associated Action Statement requires the associated panel to be
reenergized in 8 hours and the inverter restored to operable status
within 24 hours (or the plant must be shut down). The Action Statements
currently specified for Divisions I and II appropriately tier down from
the supported busses to the inverters, but the Action Statements
currently specified for Divisions III and IV do not.

;

!

In addition, it should be noted that if the Division III diesel

generator is declared inoperable, Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Action
d requires the diesel generator to be restored to operable status within
72 hours or the HPCS system must be declared inoperable. Therefore, in
all cases for Division III and IV, except for when the Division III or
IV inverter is inoperable, the final required action is to declare the

j|
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HPCS systou inoperable. This action is appropriate since, as described ,

below, Division III and IV are primarily dedicated to the HPCS system. j

The Division III and IV NSPS 120 VAC uninterruptible busses are !

primarily associated with the HPCS system.* Specifically, the trip .

units and loaic provided for automatic actuation of the HPCS systes are ,

contained in :he Division III and IV NSPS cabinets in the main control ,

; room. Also included in the Division III and IV NSPS cabinets are trip ,

units associated with the Reactor Protection System (RPS) End of Cycle
Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC.RPT) system, and the Nuclear Steam Supply '

Shutoff System (NSSSS). Each of the trip units in Division III,
,

however, represente only one of the four total channels provided for
each function since a channel is provided in each of all four NSPS -

divisions for these functions. In addition, unithe the Emergency Core '

Cooling Syste a (ECCS) actuation logic, this logic is designed to trip t

(fail-safe) on a loss of power. Therefore, it is sufficient to only
declare the HPCS system inoperable when the associated (Division III or
Division IV) inverter is declared inoperable since a loss of power does ;

not adversely affect the operability of the remaining systems. i

IP believes that the overly restrictive Action requirements currently '

specified for the Division III and IV invertere are the result of an
overly conservative application of the requirements of the Standard |
Technical-Specifications to the CPS Technical Specifications. Page 10
of 10 of this package is a copy of the Standard Technical Specification
(NUREC 0123, Proposed Rev. 4) on which the CPS Technical Specification

,

was. based. The Standard Technical Specification does not prescribe an
Action Statement for the Division III and IV invertert separate from the
Division I and II inverters. This same format was applied to the CPS

.,

Technical Specifications. However, due to its solid state logic design,
CPS is the only BWR/6 plant that utilizes inverters for Division III and

,IV. Therefore, application of the Standard Technical Specification i

Action Statement for inoperable Division III and IV inverters at CPS
resulted in these overly restrictive Action requirements. .

Based on the above discussion, IP requests that the out of service time i

of 24 hours currently specified for the Division III and IV inverters be t

replaced with en Action Statement requiring the HPCS system to be
declared inoperable (so that the Action requirements of Technical ,

Specification 3.5.1 for inoperability of the HPCS system would govern -

the allowable out of service time). This action is consistent with the
design basis for Division III electrical power (since it is primarily
dedicated to the HPCS system) and is consistent with other Action
requirements pertaining to this electrical design.

* HPCS motive power (including power for the associated motor ;

operated valves) is provided solely by Division III AC (4.16
KV/480 VAC) power. HPCS actuation instrument / logic power is
provided by NSPS Divisions III and IV. The logic is designed to
meet single failure criteria (hence the use of two divisions) and
will effect a HPCS actuation (when required) with a loss of either .

'Division III or Division IV NSPS power (with no other failure).

. - - . _-
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Rasis for Mo Rhnificant Hazards Consideration

In accordance with 10CTR50.92, a proposed change to the operating
license (Technical Specifications) involves no significant hazards !
considerations if operation of the facility in accordance with the !
proposed change would not: (1) involve a significant increase in the i
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated, or (2) ,

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any j
accident previously evaluated, or (3) involve e significant reduction in 1

a margin of safety. The proposed change is evatusted against each of I

these criteria below. 1

(1) With respect to 120 VAC uninterruptible power, the plant's
re<sponse to an inoperable inverter would be no more limiting than
its response to doenergization of the bus that the inverter ,

supports. Accordingly, the proposed change to the Action !
Statements for inoperable inverters are bounded by_the Action
Statements currently specified for the associated power i

fdistribution system. Moreover, as noted in the BASES for CPS
Technical Specification 3/4.8.1, 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3, Division III
power is primarily dedicated to the HPCS system since the ~

'remaining safety functions supported by the Division III and IV
inverters are fail safe on a loss of power. Since the Technical
Specifications currently contain provisions to allow the HPCS
system to be inoper.ible for reasonable periods of time, and since
the HPCS system is only one of several ECCS capable of providing
the required emergency core cooling function, this. proposed change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.

(2) This proposed change does not involve any changes to the plant
design, nor does it involve an introduction of any new or ;
different modes of operation. On this basis, the proposed change '

cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

:

(3) This proposed change does not involve any changes to the operation 4

or design of the associated HPCS system. As previously noted. .

with respect to the availability of the HPCS system and the
associated Divisicn III and IV power distribution systems, the ;

proposev change to the electrical inverter Action Statement is
,

consistaat with ani bounded by the Action Statements currently
specifiec for the uninterruptible 120 VAC bus to which the
associatet' inverten is dedicated. Therr P e, this proposed change
does not it.volve a significant reductiot, an a margin of safety.

Based upon the foregoing, IP concludes that this proposed change does
not involve a significant hazards consideration.

,

;

- _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.0.3 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

DISTRIBUT'10N - OPERATING

:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.1 The following power dist'ribution system divisions shall. be energized: .

; a. AC power distribution:

1. Olvision I, consisting of:

a) 4160-volt AC Bus 1A1

b) 480-volt Unit Substations A and 1A

c) 480-volt AC HCCs .

1) Aux. Bldg. MCCs 1A1,1A2, IA3,1A4
2) SSW MCC 1A
3) DG HCC 1A
4) Control Bldg. MCCs El, E2, and G
5) tiamper HCC A

,

d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in 480-vcit Auxiliary Building
HCC 1A1 and Control Building HCC E2.

'

e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized from
1C71-5001A, which is fed from Control Building MCC E2 and from
Auxiliary Building 480-volt HCC 1A1 t' ough 125-volt DC HCC
10C13E.

)
2. Division II, consisting of:

;

a) 4160-volt AC Bus 181
,

b) 480-volt Unit Substations B and IB

c) 4B0* volt AC HCCs

1) Aux. Bldg. NCCs 1B1,182, IB3,184 -

2) SSW HCC IB -

3) DG HCC.1B
4) Control Bldg. MCCs F1, F2, and H
5) Damper HCC B ;

d) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Building 480 volt
MCC 181 and Control Butiding HCC F2. -

e) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized fror *

IC71-$001B, which is fed from Control Building MCC F2 and from
Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC IB1 through 125-volt DC MCC 4

| 10C14E.

CLINTON UNIT 1 3/4 8-17
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_ELECTRICAt POVER SYSTEMS

DISTRIBUTION - OPERATING I
'

1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

3.8.3.1 (Continued)

3. Division III, consisting of:

a) 4160-volt AC Bus 1C1 '
'

*

b) Aux 1111ary Building, 480-volt AC HCC 1C and 400-volt AC HCC 1C1
and SSW MCC IC

c) 120-volt AC distribution panels in Auxiliary Butiding 480-volt
MCC 1C and IC1.

! d) 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution panels energized from '

1C71-S001C, which is fed from Auxiliary Building 480-volt MCC IC
and 125-volt DC distribution panel 1E22-S001C.

,

4. Division IV consisting of 120-volt AC uninterruptible distribution
panels energized from 1C71-S0010 which is fed from Auxiliary Building
480-volt MCC IB1 and 125-volt DC HCC 1DC15E.

5. Reactor Protection System (RPS) 120-volt AC Solenoid Buses A and B
from their associated inverters.

b. DC, power distribution,

1

1. Division I, consisting of 125-volt DC Battery 1A,125-volt Battery
Charger 1A,125 volt DC HCC 1A and Distribution Panel.

| 2. Division II, consisting of 125-volt DC Battery IB,125-volt Battery
Charger IB,125-volt DC HCC IB, and Distribution Panel.

3. 01 vision III, consisting of 125-volt DC Battery 10,125-volt Battery '

Charger 1C and Distribution Panel.

4. Olvision IV consisting of 125-volt DC Battery 10,125-volt Battery
Charger 10,125-volt DC HCC 10, and Distribution Panel.

+

| APPLICABil.1TY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
1

ACTION:

! a. For AC power distribution:

j 1. With either Division I or Division II of the above required AC
distribution system not energized, re-energize the division within|

8 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN vithin the next 12 hours and
in COLD SHUT 00VN within the following 24 hours.

2. Vith Division III or Division IV of the above required AC distribution
system not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperable and take the
ACTION required by Specification 3.5.1.

L CL1HTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-1B
|

..
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS i

DISTRIBUTION - OPERATING

1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR GPERATION (Continued)

3.8.3.1 ACTION (Continued): ;,

Withone_oftheaboverequiredinvertersassociatedwithIC71-5001h3.
B%r-Binoperable, energize the associated distribution panel
wdhin B~ hours; restore the inoperable inverter to OPERABLE and ener-

* gized status within 24 hours, or be in at least HOT $NUTOOWN within the

@Acxt-12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
-

N56RT)
4. ' Tor' inoperable RPS Solenoid Bus inverters:

'

a) With an RPS Solenoid Bus inverter _ inoperable transfer the bus to
the alternate power source provided the other RPS Solenoid Bus-

is not being supplied from the alternate source,

b) With both RPS Solenoid Bus inverters inoperable de-energize one
RPS Solenoid Bus,

c) With the frequency of the 120V AC supply to the RPS Solenoid '

buses A or B $ 57 Hz, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of all equip- ,

ment.which could have been subjected to the abnormal frequency
for all Class 1E loads connected to the associated buses, by
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST or CHANNEL CALIBRATION,
as required..within 24 hours.

t

b. For DC power distribution:

1. With either Division I or Division !! of the above required DC
distribution system not energized, re-energize the division within
2 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours and
in, COLD SHUTOOWN within the following 24 hours..

1 ,

2. With Division III or Division IV of the above required DC distribution
system not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperable and take the
ACTION required by Specifications 3.5.1 and 3.8.4.1.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS ,

4.8.3.1.1 Each of the above required power distribution system divisions shall
be determined energized at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker
alignment and voltage on the buses /MCCs.

4.8.3.1.2 Whenever an RPS Solenoid Bus is energized from the alternate source-

|- or a Bus Power Monitor is inoperable, verification shall be made once per p

L 8 hours that the supply frequency is y, 57 Hz.

4.8.3.1.3 A " CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be performed on each RPS Solenoid
Bus Power Monitor at the frequency required by Specification 4.8.4.3.a.

-CLINTON - UNIT 1 3/4 8-19

I
. _ _ .
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INSERT for mame 3/4 8 19
_

.

!!- .b) With one of the above required inverters associated with IC71
S001C or D inoperable, declare the HPCS system inoperable and take ,

'

the ACTION required by Specification 3.5.1.

;

t
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NSPS POWER SUPPLY

Battery Bus

480 VAC 125 VOC'

,

BUS DC SUPPLY AC SUPPLY j7
O

(NORMAL)_(ALTERNATE)

~ o}MSPSPanel
A DC MCCIA CBMCCE2 O

IDC13E CAP 54EB

8 DCMCCIS COMCCF2 -

IDC14E CAP 55EB ...-.... ................,,,

T ,'
C DCCMCC1C ABMCC1C

Q/' .

DG CT/PT CUSICLE 1E22-202 Af
* .

D DCMCCID ABMCC181 | |
.

*
.IDC15E 1AP75E

7 5 kVA !480/120Y WW f INVERTER
125 VCC IN. .ym

TRANSFOR'.8ER | 120 VAC 6tHZ O'JT ''
Major toads , ,

*

-MSPS DIV Logic'& Imte pwr O*ER | [
-Meutron Monitoring f------------- 7,Q;;TQq'' ,

-Process Rad Monitors . i

ESF Vivs (ASB Only) * | { ,[h*"Sh"e-t0 (A&B Only) -

,

[back eenvally)105V.]Transfy
'

.
| (

.e
*DIV togte: *

I
,

- SSTS ---

A a C D Solid State
WS4 164 164 MT4 | gTransfer 5=1tch *

e /%
RPS RPS RPS RPS * '

RR RR RR RR | ISOLATO4
.,
*'

0 ' mm
.

RCIC RCIC HPCS HPCS -eTRANSFONER '1I "S' N L BYPASS
*

ADS ADS | 120Vlt20V >
'

If SSTS isinod . ,

RHR RHR .
~ !*

L. RCSIS RC&IS ' ' !---------'---------- ---------........... 'M8PI NBPI C71-S001
' ~

NSPS

| 120V PWR. O!ST. PANEL.(SItG.E PHASE)
C71f001 .-

|

< e - , ~ - - , . . ,. . _ - . _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ . _ , - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ __. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . .._-
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

; LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

*

.

ACTION: -

a. For A.C. power distribution:

1. With either Division (1) or Division (2) of the above required
A.C. distribution system not energized, re-energize the division
within 8 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

2. With Division (3) of the above required A.C. distribution system
not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperable and take the
ACTION required by Specification 3.5.1.

(3. With one of the above required inverters inoperable, energize
the associated distribution panel within 8 hours; restore the
inoperable inverter to OPERABLE and energized status within
24 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.)

b. For D.C. power distribution:

1. With either Division (1) or Division (2) of the above required
D.C. distribution system not energized, re-energize the division
within 2 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

; 2. With Division (3) of the above required D.C. distribution system -

not energized, declare the HPCS system inoperable and take the'

ACTION required by Specification 3.5.1.

L

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

|

4.8.3.1 Each of the above required power distribution system divisions shall
be determined energized at least once per 7 days by verifying correct breaker
alignment and voltage on the busses /MCCs/ panels.

.

|

|
..

O

GE-STS (BWR/6) 3/4 8-17

!
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Raeksround

Clinton Power Station (CPS) Technical Specification 3/4.8.1.1, AC
Sources Operating, specifies the operability requirements for AC
sources at CPS during operational Conditions 1, 2, and 3 as well as
those surveillance requirements which must be performed to demonstrate i

the operability of these AC sources. Specification 4.8.1.1.2 specifies y

Ithe surveillances specifically required to demonstrate operability of
'

the diesel generators (DGs). The surveillance requirements stated in
4.8.1.1.2.a are : required to be performed on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS in ,

accordance with the frequen y specified on Technical Specification Table i
4.8.1.1.2 1, Diesel Generator Test Schedule. Surveillance Requirements t

4.8.1.1.2.a.4 and $ require the DG to be started, verified to accelerate '

to the required speed and attain the required voltage and frequency
,

within the required time, synchronized to offsite power, and run loaded
for at least 60 minutes,

,

Technical Specification Table 4.8.1.1.2 1 requires the DG to be tested i

on one of two test frequencies (monthly or weekly) based on the DG's
previous performance history. Specifically, Table 4.8.1.1.2 1 requires
the DG to be- tested at least once per 31 days if the number of valid
failures in the last 20 valid tests is $ 1 and if the number of valid
failures in the last 100 valid tests is s 4. Table 4.8.1.1.2 1 requires
the DG. to be tested at least once per seven days if the number of valid
failures in the last 20 valid tests is 2 2 and/or if the number of valid
failures in the last 100 valid testa is 2 5. Footnote "**" (which, per
the existing format, currently applies only to the "2 2 valid failures ;

in the last 20 valid tests" criterion) states that the weekly test
3

frequeacy must be maintained until seven consecutive failure free i

demar4s have been performed and the number of valid failures in the last
20 valid tests has been reduced to one. However, since this footnote i

currently applies only to the "2 2 valid failures in the last 20 valid
tests" eriterion, monthly testing cannot be resumed until the number of
valid failures in the last 100 valid tests has been reduced to $ 4, even
if the requirements of the footnote have been satisfied,

t

The CPS Division I DG (DG1A) is currently being tested on a veckly basis
and has been tested at this frequency since the occurrence of a slow
start during surveillance testing on November 20, 1989 (reference CPS
SPECIAL REPORT dated December 20, 1989). The valid failure on November
20, 1989 represented (as of that date) the second valid failure in the
last 20 valid tests and the fifth valid failure in the last 100 valid
tests. (As of that date, only 59 valid tests had been performed on DG1A
since receipt of the operating license.) Three additional valid

i failures of DG1A occurred since the slow start on Novembor.20, 1989;
; however, as of May 8, 1990, the failure count for DG1A was zero in the
1. last 20 valid tests and eight in the last 100 valid tests. (As of May
'

8, 1990, only 88 valid tests had been performed on DG1A since receipt of i

the operating license.) The slow start problem of DG1A has been the
subject of an Action Plan which was initiated following the slow start
on December 11, 1989 (reference CPS SPECIAL REPORT dated January 29,
1990 as supplemented by letters dated March 29, 1990 and May 30, 1990)
which culminated with the replacement of the governor on the 12 cylinder
engine on December 27, 1989. (DG1A utilizes tandem 12 cylinder and 16-

.

-- , , - g ~ - - nv , , w
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cylinder diesel engines.) As of May 8, 1990, 20 consecutive successful ;

valid tests of DGIA had been performed since replacement of the governor i

on the 12. cylinder engine. However, because DG1A continues to have t

'

experienced h 5 valid failures in the last 100 valid tests DG1A |

continues to be tested on a weekly basis, even though the requirements t

of footnote "**" have been satisfied. (It should be noted that an i

additional valid failure of DG1A occurred on May 15, 1990 as a result of i
the Standby Service Water inlet valves to the diesel en6 ne jacket water1

heat exchanger being insufficiently open (reference CPS LER 90 011).
This failure represented the first valid failure in the last 20 valid ,

tests and the ninth valid failure in all 89 v 11d tests performed on -

DG1A since receipt of the operatin6 license. However, this event was
caused by an error during system restoration following maintenance and ;

is not similar to any other failures of DGIA nor indicative of reduced
reliability of the diesel generator unit itself).

,

Descrietion of Prorioned Chamte

In accordance with 10CPR50.90, the following changes to Technical !
Specification Table 4.8.1.1.2 1, Diesel Generator Test Schedule, are :

being proposed:
.

(1) It is proposed that the placement of footnote "**" on "2 2" ;

under the " NUMBER OF FAILURES IN THE LAST 20 VALID TESTS"
column be moved to follow "at least once per 7 days" under !

the " TEST PREQUENGY" column (see page 8 of 8 of this
package). This propose 6 change will allow the resumption of :

monthly surveillance testing of a DG when the requirements
of the footnote have been satisfied (i.e., the performance
of seven consecutive failure free demands and the number of a

valid failures in the last 20 valid tests has been reduced
to one) regardless of the number of va'11d failures in the
last 100 valid tests. This proposed change will allow the
resumption of monthly testing whe'n it has been demonstrated ;,

l that adequate reliability of the DG has been restored, |

| regardless of the circumstances which required increased
testing.

'

(2) It is proposed that Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.3,
Reports, be changed to require the additional information ;

recommended in Regulatory Position C.3 b of Regulatory Guide
1.108. Revision 1, August 1977, be included in the SPECIAL,

i REPORT if the number of failures in the last 100 valid tests
is greater than or equal to seven on a per diesel menerator i
basis instead of on a "per nuclear unit" basis (see page 7
of 8 of this package). This proposed change is consistent
with the guidance of NRC Ceneric Letter 84 15 for
determining failv e rates for each DG at a site and would
avoid the need for a dual counting system, one for
determining DG test frequency and one for reporting.

These proposed changes have previously been approved on the Perry plant
. docket. Justification for these proposed changes is provided below.

;

- . .. . . _ . - , - .,_ . . ,
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i

Justification for Pronomad channes ;

,

Technical Specification Table 4.8.1.1.2 1, Diesel Generator Test '

Schedule, specifies the required test frequency for the individual DCs
based on the number of valid failures in the last 20 and 100 valid tests ;

performed on that DG. A note to the table (footnote ****) explains that !

for the case of two or more failures in the last 20 valid tests, the
increased test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive
failure-free demands have been performed And the number of failures in
the last 20 valid demands has been reduced to one. No such provision
currently exists for exiting the increased testing frequency !
requirements when five or more failures have occurred in the last 100 '

valid tests. Thus, for the case when a DG which has experienced five or ;

more failures in the last 100 valid tests, the Technical Specification
table could require maintaining the increased testing frequency

,

significantly longer than in the previous case after repairs have [
restored the DG's reliability. This proposed change merely seeks to use
the same criterion for demonstrating restored DG reliability regardless

,

of the circumstances which resulted in the increased testing frequency
requirement.

On July 2,1984, the NRG issued Generic Letter 8415. The intent of :
Generic Letter 84 15 was to provide licensees with guidance on improving

t
DG reliability by reducing the number of cold fast starts of DGs,
obtaining DG reliability data, and attaining and maintaining a DG '

reliability goal. Enclosure 1 to Generic Letter 84-15 described the I

basis for reducing cold fast starts and its resultant improvement in DG
reliability, and also discussed the correlation between excessive DG
testing (other than cold fast starts) and its resultant degradation of ,

t diesel engines.

Enclosure 3 to Generic Letter 84 15 described an acceptable example of a
performance program for attaining and maintaining DG reliability above
the threshold level of concern. It prescribed increasing the
surveillance test frequency where previous testing indicated failure !
counts in excess of a specified value (equivalent to a reliability of
less than or equal to 0.95/ demand) until restored reliability was
demonstrated. It also considered disqualification when the demonstrated
reliability is less than 0.90/ demand and subsequent requalification of -

the DG in accordance with a prescriptive testing program, including
| seven consecutive successful demands without a failure within 30 days,
| and 14 successful consecutive successful demands within 75 days of the
| DG being restored to operable status. Additional, more restrictive

criteria applied should a failure occur during the above testing.

While increasing the testing frequency of a DG is still considered to be
an acceptable method to demonstrate that reliability of a DG has been
restored, the discussions in Enclosure 1 to Generic letter 8415

| regarding reduction of unnecessary testing and changes to the Standard ,

Technical Specifications (as described in Appendix A of the Generic
Letter), such as changing the previously recommended test frequency of

<once per 3 days contained in Regulatory Guide 1.108 to once per seven

__. _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . __,
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days, clearly indicate that unnecessary DG testing should be avoided if
other methods of demonstrating and/or restoring DG reliability exist.
This proposed change seeks to avoid the possibility of a situation
developing which would require continued DG testing at an increased
frequency even after demonstrating that acceptable reliability has been
restored, Such testing is excessive and not consistent with the intent
of Generic latter 84-15.

The NRC's April 25, 1985 Safety Evaluation (SE) supporting issuance of
Amendment No. 48 to the North Anna Unit 2 operating license reflects the
basis for Table 4.8.1.1.2 1 in the current CPS Technical Specifications.
The SE discusses reliability goals, accelerated testing and incentives
for engine overhaul and their relation to the improvement of DG
reliability. As stated in the SE, the original accelerated testing
frequency'for North Anna was based upon the number of failures in the
last 100 starts (consistent with NUREG 0123, Standard Technical
Specifications, and Regulatory Guide 1.108). The expansion of the
accelerated test frequency table to include the number of failures in
the last 20 starts (as prescribed in Generic Letter 84 15) was to
provide an early indication (based on two or more failures in the last
20 starts) of a 0.90 or lower reliability.

The intent of the latter criterion, the SE notes, is to provide a timely
response to the possibility of abrupt DG degradation. Increasing the
test frequency should provide a faster accumulation of test data upon
which to judge the reliability of the DG. This additional data can then
be used to distinguish between failures which occur close together
simply due to random chance and those failures that are indicative of an
abrupt decline in the actual reliability.

This weekly (accelerated) test scbsdule is continued until two
conditions have been satisfied. First, seven consecutive successful
tests have been accumulated, and second, the failures in the most recent
20 tests have been reduced to one. Seven successful tests indicate a
reliability of at least 0.90/ demand but at only the 50% confidence
level. Continu'.ng the acceletated testing until the number of failures
is one out of 20 adds further assurance that the DG reliability has not
degraded below the 0.90/ demand level. It was intended that this method
of returning to the normal testing interval of once per 31 days, upon
satisfying the two conditions above, be only applicabic to the case
where two or more failures occurred in the last 20 starts, not to the
case where five or more failures occurred in the last 100 starts.

In their submittal, North Anna proposed an explicit, direct incentive
for the utility to take major corrective action on the DG by proposing
the inclusion of a note in their Technical Specifications that would
establish the following provision: If the licensee performs a thorough
and comprehensive, complete overhaul of a DG that is approved by the DG
manufacturer such that the DG would be rebuilt to like new conditions,
the licensee may in return for the overhaul receive the benefit of
" wiping the slate clean" of all previous failures on that DG if an.

acceptable reliability could be demonstrated. This provision (which now
e:s.ists in most plants' Technical Specifications, including Clinton's)
provided an incentive for a utility to consider the option of '

.

1

I
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overhauling a DG in order to resume testing of the DG at the vormal
(monthly) frequency. Notwithstanding, it is significant to note that an
engine overhaul would focus on the internal engine component 4 and
therefore may not necessarily address the most statiptically prevalent
failure modes. '

;

'

Regardless of.the number of failures a DG has experienced, there is a
direct incentive for maintaining DG reliability. Resolution of DG
reliability problems are therefore taken very seriously and vigorously
pureued at CPS as evidenced by the institution of the Action Plan to
resolve the slow start problem of DG1A. As previously stated, complete
overhauls of a DG may not significantly contribute to a reduction of the '

most statistically pr6 valent failures if they are not related to the
internals of the engine. Therefore, IP believes that monthly testing of ;

a DG should be allowed when, in lieu of a complete overhaul, acceptable
reliability of the DG has been demonstrated to have been restored by the

,successful performance of seven consecutive failure free demands and the
DG has demonstrated a reliability of greater than 0.90 over its last 20 ?

valid tests.

With respect to the proposed change to the reporting requirements of -

Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.3 from a per. nuclear unit basis to a
,

per diesel generator basis, this proposed change, as previously stated, f

is in keeping with the guidance of Generic Letter 84-15 for determining
failure rates of each DG at a site, it is appropriate that test i

failures are detetmined on a per diesel Evnerator basis. The proposed I

change would make the reoorting criteria consistent with the testine
criteria and would avoia the need for a dual counting system, one for ;

'determining DG test frequency and one for reporting.
'

1~

Rag,{s for No Significant Hazards Consideration

In accordance with 10CFR50.92, a proposed change to the operating
license (Technical Specifications) involves no significant hazards '

L considerations if operation of the facility in accordance with the ;

l proposed change would not: (1) involve a significant increase in the
~

probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated, or (2) ,

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
L accident previously evaluated, or (3) involve a significant reduction in
( a margin of safety. The proposed changes are evaluated against each of
| these criteria below.

'

(1) These proposed changes will still require that acceptable
reliability has been restored for the affected DG prior to
resuming monthly surveillance testing. Regardless of the
number of failures a DG has experienced, there is still a 1

direct incentive for maintaining DG reliability. The
proposed changes to the reporting requirements in no way
affect diesel generator operation. Maintaining acceptable
reliability of DGs assures that they will reliably perform

,

their function of providing emergency standby power for
safety systems designed to mitigate the consequences of -

accidents. Therefore, these proposed changes do not result

,

,. . .- __ .-,_ . _ _ . , , , , _ .
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!
in a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of any accident previously evaluated.

I

(2) These proposed changes do not result in any change to the i
plant design or operation which could introduce a new j
failure mode. Therefore, these proposed changes cannot '

create the possibility of a new or different kind of j
accident from any accident previously evaluated. !

(3) The ability to reduce unnecessary testing of DGs, following
corrective actions to restore the DC's reliability and j
demonstration'that its reliability has been restored i

regardless of its demonstrated reliability prior to the ,

corrective actions, should result in an increase in the
,

margin of safety with respect to reliability. Regardless of i
'the number of failures a DG has experienced, there is still

a direct incentive for maintaining DG reliability. 1

Therefore, these proposed changes do not result in a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Based upon the foregoing, IP concludes that these proposed changes do I

not involve a.significant hazards consideration.

:

:

,

f

i-

?
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| ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS j

I AC SOURCES - OPERATING

I
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

i

4.8.1.1.2 (Continued) i

13. Verifying that the sequence times for loads automatically sequenced |by individual timers are within 10% of their design interval for each ;

load block for diesel generators 1A and 18. !

14. Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features |prevent diesel generator starting only when required: )

a) Maintenance mode. (
b) Diesel generator lockout, i

f. At least once per 10 years or after any modif,1 cations which could affect
diesel generator interdependence by starting all three diesel generators
simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that all three diesel gener- .
ators accelerate to at least 900 1 18 rpm in less than or equal to 12 seconds,

g. At least once per 10 years by:

1. Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removin'g the accumulated sedi-
ment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite solution or
equivalent, and

a

2. Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel oil
system designed to Section !!!, subsection N0 of the ASME Code in
accordance with ASME Code Section 11 Article IWD-50N.

4.8.1.1.3 Reports - All diesel generator failures, valid or non-valid, shall'
be reported to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2, within 30 days.
Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the information recommended
in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision IJgsts

_,.171._. [If the number of f ailures in the last 100 valid testssc~n_Apr(t!ba [sdis greater than or equal to 7, the report shall blE~sI61eiienti~d to
nocinar

''

clude tee additional information recommended in Regulatory Position C.3.b of
Regulatory Guide 1.108. Revision 1, August 1977.

,

j .M . A
'* .# g-- , , .^i p %-

Qbny iesel genemirnd
~ ~ ~ -
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EDLE4.8.1.1.2-1

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

NUMBER OF FAILURES IN NUMBER OF FAILURES IN
'

LAST 20 VALID TESTS * LAST 100 VALID TESTS *_ TEST FREQUENCY

g1 54 At least once per 31 days

>29 >$ At least once per 7 dayh

" Criteria for determining number of failures and number of valid tests shall
be in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatory Guide 1.108,
but determined on a per diesel generator basis.
For the purposes of determining the required test frequency, the previous
test failure count may be reduced to zero if a complete diesel overhaul to
like-new condition is completed, provided that the overhaul, including appro-
priate post-maintenance operation and testing, is specifically approved by -
the manufacturer and if acceptable reliability has been demonstrated. The
reliability criterT6n shall be the successful completion of 14 consecutive
tests in a single series. Ten of these tests shall be in accordance with the
routine Surveillance Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 and 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 and four
tests in accordance with the'184-day testing requirement of Surveillance
Requirements.4.8.1.1.2.a.4 and 4.8.1.1.2.a.5. If this criterion is not satis-
fied during the first series of tests, any alternate criterion to be used to
transvalue the failure count to zero requires NRC approval.

) **TledeT;I(litidhest. frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive |
failure free demandt have been performed and the number of failures in the
last 20 valid demands has been reduced to e. |
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